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PREFACE
Enemy forces, terrorists, or warring factions may employ a variety of nuclear,
biological and chemical (NBC) weapons in future conflicts, terrorism, or stability
and support operations (SASO). The possible combinations of agents and delivery
systems place military and civilians at risk at almost anytime or anyplace. Most
nations can develop offensive NBC warfare capabilities through the restructuring of
legitimate nuclear, medical, biotechnology, and chemical facilities. Additionally,
the sale of technology and loss of control over weapons of mass destruction (WMD)
increase the risk of employment against the US and its allies. Potential enemy
nations or terrorist groups may believe these weapons provide a decisive
advantage or psychological benefit against US forces and their allies.
The manual’s purpose is twofold: a) aid chemical staff officers in conducting
NBC vulnerability analyses and risk assessments during all phases of hostilities
(pre-, conflict, and post-) and b) assist in advising commanders on force protection
measures. Background information is provided for clarity or a baseline for
understanding the chapter’s focal points.
Chapter 1 addresses the intelligence preparation of the battlefield (IPB) and
the chemical staff’s role within the process.
Chapter 2 details friendly vulnerability analyses for enemy nuclear,
biological and chemical weapons employment including low-level radiation,
depleted uranium, and toxic industrial chemical concerns.
Chapter 3 outlines vulnerability reduction measures the chemical staff can
advise the commander to implement for force protection.
The Appendices provide checklist formats for conducting risk assessments
and possible employment indicators. Tables are included for information pertinent
to vulnerability analyses.
The words “he” and “her” used in this manual represent both the masculine
and feminine genders unless stated otherwise.
U.S. Marine Corps Publication Supersession: FMFRP 11-12, Chemical Hazard
Assessment Guide, dated October 1990.
The US Army Chemical School is the manual’s proponent. Submit changes
for improving this publication on DA Form 2028 (Recommended Changes to
Publications and Blank Forms) or any other available format and forward to:
Commandant
United States Army Chemical School
5th Avenue, Bldg 1081
ATTN: ATZN-CMR-A
Fort McClellan, AL 36205-5020
US Marine Corps organizations submit changes to the USACMLS via:
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Director,
USMC NBC School
Marine Corps Detachment
P.O. Box 5402
Fort McClellan, AL 36202
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